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Agropecuária Labrunier

Company dedicated to import & export fruits specially grapes.



CARISMA COMERCIAL LTDA.

International trade company. Their solutions serve the entire
national territory with import, export ,distribution and
management processes, as well as several foreign nations within
the American, European and Asiatic continents.



CASA FLORA LTDA

Business Profile

Products they buy: Water, incl. Mineral water, natural  or carbonated 
without sugar... (HS : 2201) 

Fresh grape wine, incl. Wine fortified with alcohol... (HS : 2204)

Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavored with plants or 
flavored substances(HS: 2205) 

Cider, perry, mead and other beverages... (HS : 2206)

Vinegar and substitutes obtained from acetic acid ... (HS : 2209)

CNPJ 62.8085.060/001-89



Guacira Alimentos

Traditionally known for experience in planting and marketing of 
cereals.



MYLINK

Goods wholesalers in general without predominantly of food or
farming supplies.

CNPJ: 17.653.370/0001-20



GP Comércio Varejista de Móveis Ltda



LUMINI SOLUCOES EM ILUMINACAO LTDA

Wholesaler of fixtures and lamps trade



TEMOINSA

Company specialized on engineering solutions and
manufacturing equipment for rail passenger transport.

CNPJ: 02.5873.550/001-54



MEDCOM SERVICOS E SISTEMAS DE TRACAO LTDA.

Maintenance and repair of rail.

Medcom - Polish company that supplies traction systems for 
the modernization of the fleet Metro SP.

CNPJ: 14.967.710/0001-08



BECAP

Focused on service excellence. It began with the sale of parts for 
FNM FIAT and soon stood out and became a major reference for 
the reposition market.

CNPJ: 66.617.747/0001-00



CONSTANTA

A business of paltry and industrial controls. Constanta is present in the electronics market for
over 60 years. Nowadays, they are investing in a new specially configured physical structure for
the activities of distribution of electronic components, in order to optimize processes , control
systems, traceability, logistics and supply chain.

CNPJ: 02.358.783/0001-05



PURCOM QUIMICA

A company of polyurethane systems

CNPJ: 04.989.475/0001-03



CALZEDONIA BRASIL 

Business selling socks and facts-of-bath for woman, man and 
child, through a network of franchising stores.

CNPJ: 13.566.271/0001-50.
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